CLICK HERE TO
Support the worker!

“I SUPPORT THE WORKER”
PROJECT
2014-15
Workers are people. People are human. Humans come with talent, needs and flaws!
Miners Corp Essentials for a tough world, managing the “HUMAN” side of Industry!

Join us

Miners Corp Essentials
No we are not a mining company. WE

ARE THE FRONTLINE WORKER!

lynn.bowman@minerscorp.com.au / www.minerscorp.com.au / 0412 703 564
Australian Regional Head Office - Unit 1/29 Marco Polo Drive Mandurah WA 6210
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Created for Miners by Miners, Supporting the WORKER!
Welcome to Miners Corp Essentials,
Miners Corp Essentials (MCE) is a Western Australian owned and
operated company that began in 2005 based in Regional Manduah
W.A, operating throughout Australia and International.
Created by a Miner for a Miner to support and give back to our
fellow work mate, by providing crucial services and product to suit
the “WORKER” of Industry.
We provide personal structure around what strengths are required
to be a success in the mining and resources sector. We know the
mining industry because we work in it and we understand what it
takes to become part of the trusted mining community.
Our sole purpose is to help build a better, brighter, safer future and
to share the knowledge and skills recognized by those who work in
the industry. Our aim is to help and support miners, workers and to
bridge the gap between the general public, local communities, the
employer, the employee.
This information helps to guide and educate others about life skills so miners, workers survive and thrive
in fly in/fly out or drive in/drive out environment.

Supporting and giving back to fellow work mate!
Our vision, mission & values, aligns to the core of an UG Miner’s oath!
“A miners pledge, we are family, we are united, we all stand together as one”
Our core: To give back and provide awareness, knowledge to all who put a pair of work boots
on, the “Worker”!
Our Goal: To bring communities together, not to isolate them, to create stability within an
unstable choice of living.
Our Emblem: Stands for two hands locked, as together we must stand to bring each other
home, Safe & Sound.
Our Existence: Formed from Workers chasing an honorable life, belonging amongst a mate
ship, ground in from Pride Respect and Courage shaped from common ground.
Our strength is our community bond and interactive communication, when shared amongst us
it provides for the Ultimate Health and well-being to a stable mental environment!
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Note from “BOW” CEO and founder of Miners Corp Essentials
Since our start the support from miners has been
overwhelming not only in Australia but across the
world as well and we are now supporting miners
in over 25 countries.
Due to a phenomenal requirement of our services,
we are seeking your support. This will help us
reach and support more employees both in
Australia and abroad.
Join and show that you not only support us but the
very person the core of your business, the
employee.
Miners Corp Essentials [MCE] goal is to bring communities
together, not to isolate them, create stability within a very
unstable choice of living.
We are the Australian worker trying to help, help ourselves
and unite the working communities.
MCE commenced from one man, a proud Australian UG
miner, that felt so strong and passionate to help his fellow
workmates, he put his hard earned money where his
mouth is!
MCE members are the people that choose to put their boots on and go hard, our goal liv'n the dream.

The Miners Corp Essential members range from, the Local Tradie, Civil, Construction,
Surface, UG, Oil & Gas, Fishing, Forestry, Australians Armed Forces, Government bodies
and General Public within Australia and Internationally.

Messages from the MCE members!
“.. landed a start.. on the jumbo too....just waiting on my start date.. done the medicals and all that..
anyway thanks for your support and encouragement during that trying time..” Kym [Expat] QLD
“Hey Thanks for your help and support, I have been employed hooray. First job I applied for too.
I will continue to support your business” Mat
“Thank you so much, I am very impressed with the result and the advice you gave and have found a few
jobs to test it out on.” Samantha WA

“Got the gumboot socks! Won't be going underground without them now!” Joshua [WA]
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Our Vision & Mission & Values
Our Vision
To enhance the lives and stability of our fellow work mate,
United by interaction and the power of community spirit!
Enhance the life of the worker, by giving them the skills for safe mental stability and equip them
with the life tools to come home safe and sound to their families.

Our Mission
Lead providers of core stability and productive solutions.
To achieve the ultimate mental health and well-being of the worker!
Created for the worker by the worker of the Mining & Resources Industries with a clear
understanding to an individual’s needs by covering the essentials of a tough world!

Our Values
‘Pride, Respect, Honour and Courage’
‘Leave no man behind, mate ship, brotherhood, and a self-belonging’
‘Skills development and community interaction for resilience of a tough world’
Environmental understanding
Flexibility and Responsiveness
Quality and Innovation
Affordability and Sustainability
Regional based communities.
Working with the “HUMAN” side of the Industry worker, producing productive employees, able
to handle the harsh environments they choose to work within!

“A miners pledge, we are family, we are united, we all stand together as one”
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Regional growth and support programs and services
“Leave no man behind” PROGRAM
To enhance the overall mental health well-being, and pride of the worker!
This breaks into a variety of core basic programs designed to help support the worker in sustaining a
productive career and lifestyle. Formed by the self-education and life skills learnt that comes from living
and working within this industry over many years.
MCE create workable programs to aid, assist and educate the worker and those who choose the FIFO
lifestyle of the Mining and Resources Industries.
MCE “Youth program” prevent 14 to 18 year olds from slipping through society cracks of adulthood.
Created to build awareness and educate the youth of tomorrows Industry worker.
Aid and guide them into how to choose a career and supporting them so they can reach it.
MCE “Code of Survival” The basics of surviving FIFO in the Australian mining resources industry
Provide the basic tools and life skills necessary for those who are new or are currently working within
the Industry to fulfill a successful outcome and career.
MCE “The FIFO action plan” where to start, why and how to set your three core goal action plans.
What YOU WILL NEED TO BE HIGHLY DISCIPLINED TO SURVIVE AND THRIVE!
Your survival depends on YOU! And the Choices you make....
Take ownership of your future, your wants and your needs!
MCE “The basics of FIFO Family Support”
Providing a home base, unconditional support, the place where you don’t have say anything, WE GET IT!
Understanding the necessities of living amongst a unique way of “Normal”
Support and endorse and provide source of income by offering them platform to survive.
MCE “Bringing Pride back”
Educating and stabilizing the tradition of a good character and respect for your fellow workmate.
Returning to a sense of humanity originally passed down by generations and that of which is slowly
getting lost amongst our society.
MCE “The CV basics for Mining & Resources” Plan, Prepare and Succeed
Clarifying the CV / new to or currently within the Industry.
Using formats to help individuals understand, why, what they place into their CV
Showcasing the need to understand the Industry they choose to build a career within.
Our Mission
To find and create solutions, that actively aids others, in finding ways to not only help themselves but
also actively help each other. Various programs are being undertaken to produce a core selection of vital
self-help material, so as to produce safer mental and physical ways to cope and come out with solid key
prevention plans to handle the pitfalls some may experience whilst chasing their dreams.

Your support enables continued growth and solutions!
”
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Employers and Employees are a core team
MCE was set up to be the core stability in the most unstable & current work environment of the UG
miner, our services are and have been in strong demand from all those who put on a pair of work boots,
the little person, today MCE is actively aiding not only the UG miner but all who put a pair of boots on,
to survive in today's world.
MCE provide solutions to aid the worker;
 Get on with their job!
 Understand the pitfalls that many have experienced
 Mental stability, we provide assistance to those who need to know they are not alone
 Provide assistance and understanding of how to get their next job!
 Provide the back bone of the little things that it is assumed, the worker knows!
 Provide and educate on personal responsibility and taking ownership of what is under your own
control!
 Install and educate on the important core of the true hard working Aussie, qualities built on
Pride, Courage, Respect and Honour!
 Pick up the pieces and provide assistance with the mental, physical necessities to survive within
this industry, for all to find a stable and productive outcome and achieve true mental health and
well-being necessary to handle the FIFO way of life!
 MCE are the breath of air they may need, to know they are only human and are not alone!
MCE provide solutions to aid the Employer;
 MCE offer solutions to bridge the gap between the employer and employee, we handle the
smaller areas of a worker’s needs, so as the employer can concentrate on the bigger things!
 MCE are providing solutions in assisting the ever changing HR and recruiting process
 MCE provide the worker the ability of finding ways to help themselves!

Your endorsement assists MCE to produce and develop effective strategies, for issues
associated with working within these Industry’s, help embrace our innovation to deliver fit
for purpose solutions … for the worker.

Would you stand with us to help support the Australian worker?
MCE commenced in 2005 and have prudently been providing assistance to the
Australian worker.
Your investment, support and endorsement, will provide MCE with assistance
to build our resources, to supply & implement the tools required to reach the
existing demand for our most basic services!
MCE’s existence has now reached a phenomenal necessity required by many of our members!
Join MCE and be recognized as a company that believes in the worker, the spine behind all good
successful productive companies.
CLICK HERE

To support the worker!
Lynn Bowman
Managing Director
Ph: 0412 703 564
Email: lynn.bowman@minerscorp.com.au

Head Office situated at;
“The Point” Unit 129/1 Marco Polo Drive,
MANDURAH WA 6210
PH: 1300 459976 Email: info@minerscorp.com.au
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